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About This Game

Heroes of Annihilated Empires - is a fantasy-based game from GSC Game World in the genre of RTS vs RPG for PC.

A new proprietary 3D-engine is used to power the game. Episode one is set on Atlans island, the historical homeland of elves.
The world of the game is living and huge, full of magic, mythical creatures, heroes and powerful forces involved in a large-scale

conflict dating back to the past. The gameplay enables the player, controlling one of the heroes, as to lead thousands-strong
armies into battle, so as combat with the hero alone, making use of the entire arsenal of possibilities and powerful magical

spells. The possibility to upgrade your hero, improve his abilities, find artifacts and get random quests serves to hugely diversify
the gameplay.

Innovative opposing of two genres in one game - RTS vs RPG

New 3D engine

Detailed game world, including support of 5 novels from Europe-renowned writer Ilya Novak

Mass-scale battles of thousands-strong armies

Four unique races, individual skills, spells and artifacts
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12 heroes, 12 neutral races, 100 units and 150 various buildings

Excellently developed character types and impressive unit animation

Over 150 magic items and over 100 spells

Original and involving story of the campaign

Classic multiplayer over LAN or the Internet, up to 7 players in a game. Mix of two genres in the game: RTS vs RPG
with a possibility to blend or choose in between during the play.

Original card system of magic spells, equally interesting to both hardcore gamers and newbies. Over 50 spell cards

Involving process of character level-ups throughout the entire game

Stunning intros and cut-scenes. Comics in-between missions to give a deeper story insight
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Title: Heroes of Annihilated Empires
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
GSC Game World
Publisher:
GSC Game World
Release Date: 22 Nov, 2006

 a09c17d780 

English,French,German,Russian
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Graphicas sare decent. Game is straight up old school arcade, I like that. It is like those 2d side scrolling japenes arcade games
but made for 3d VR. Well done. Almost like starfox 64 gameplay whic is good. I hughly reccamend thius game, esp at the very
fair price for this fun game.. - I am the fastest - said Gordon. Short but fun 2D platformer.

As one of the four available characters (they seemed pretty much the same other than their looks) you jump, shoot, dash and
shield your way through a bunch of short missions.

There are three different mission types:
- Target practice = Hit all the targets scattered around the stage using either your gun, shield or dash.
- Danger Zone = Reach the goal while avoiding enemies/traps.
- Dash = Rush to the goal as fast as possible.

There are multiple stages, each with their own gimmick, and despite each stage being only 20-60 seconds long most of them
were fun to play through.

This is the type of platformer where you are supposed to try and get a good ranking, so if replaying the same stage 10, 20, 30
times in a row while trying to reach the goal just 0.01 seconds faster is not something that sounds fun to you, you should
probably skip this game.

Personally, I had a blast. It took me 3.5 hours to get an S rank on all the missions, and in my opinion Capsule Force is definitely
worth a purchase. Even at full price, if you don't want to wait for a sale.. I've been a fan of the works of H.P. Lovecraft for
many years, and this game is a worthy tribute to the eponymic short story. The developer has very handily captured the tense
atmosphere and sense of dread that are the hallmarks of Lovecrafts' works.

It's worth mentioning that this product is much more of a visual novel than a game. You are essentally scrolling through a
modernized version of the original story with the accompaniment of a creepy sound track and artwork.

I recommend this game for any fan of classic horror fiction, and of course it's a "must own" for Lovecraft fans.. It's a pretty
decent game. It looks good, but, not like, Tripple A titel good. The Physic engine is kinda, like from the early 2000's, so, don't
except some advance delmolting. And driveing some vechicles will show you some pretty silly mistakes too, just look at the
Wheels of your Ford Pickup truck, you'll notice something funny. But all in all, I can say, it's a realy nice game, just can't
reccommend it, to buy it for 20 bucks, just get it for under 10, when it's on the sale!
8\/10.. This game is a joy to play through. It has that mix of cute characters, as well as a rewarding difficulty that makes me
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come back for more. I would recommend this for people who are into platformers. ^v^. Urgh. I thought I'd add this into my
games library during the Steam Sale to prop up the VR-games library for my Vive with some other games, and I finally got
around playing it.
I guess I should quickly review this game and describe what you are signing up for if you install this game.
I am pretty sure this is the game that they play in Hell for all eternity.

The game consists of rooms and corridors. You spawn in the middle of a "scene" where you have a second or two to look around
before the enemy turns around and shoots your dead at point-blank range before you have to start from first level to repeat the
procedure. The enemy placement never varies, it is the same every time. There is no cover mechanic, as you spawn in the
middle of the corridor and you can not move more than your static room-scale play area you set in room-scale setup. There is
only one anaemic-sounding weapon in the game. You can fire a few shots before a new magazine appears in your hand and the
old one disappears. Of course there is no indication of this other than there is no (weak and anaemic) pew when you pull the
trigger. When you take a hit the view flashes bright red and the obstruction stays there for a second or two, making it incredibly
difficult to see anything. You can take a few hits before you are thrown to "tutorial room" that shows a slideshow of instructions
and then teleports to level 1 again.

If you look at the teaser video, it literally shows you the first two "levels" of the game.
Yes, that is right, you are a floating gun that shoots a few enemies, screen fades out, you shoot a few more enemies in a slightly
different setting, screen fades... That is literally all there is to the game. This gets incredibly boring about 30 seconds. It does not
help that the projectiles look like green tennis balls that take around 3 seconds to reach the target. I did not waste my time for
more than a few levels, fighting against the urge to fall asleep.

I could not recommend this game to anyone with a good conscience. Please, don't encourage shovelware developers.
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Armored Kitten is a cartoony side-scrolling action shooter that takes some of it's inspiration from DOOM. At first glance, it has
what appears to be simple, fun and mindless mechanics meant to just blow off some steam or what have you. However, what
you get is a poorly optimized, incredibly dull and repetitive experience that, even at a discount, is not really worth it.

Bottom Line: Don't bother with this one.

I found myself enjoying the mindlessness at first. Having just finished up another title that was more demanding, I enjoyed the
simple reprieve. It was even chock full of references to other sci-fi games, like Dead Space and Mass Effect (mainly in the
available armor and weaponry). But as time went on, I quickly found the game was just constant repeats of the same mission or
level, just tacking on additional number requirements to complete each level. There were 9 mission hubs, each consisting of 10
missions that would essentially repeat from the last hub. And they even had an escort mission thrown in there, in which the
robot you escort stops frequently and cannot ever defend itself. Couple that with some ridiculous hit boxes, and you were in for
a slog.

That was the best way to describe the game...a slog. I found the game lost it's allure within a couple of hours of playing, after the
meager upgrades lost their charm and the levels became frustrating slow reptitions of the same action over and over. I found I
had to push myself to finish normal mode so I could at least unlock the majority of the achievements (full disclaimer - I am an
achievement junkie). After normal mode, i figured I would push through the next difficulty, hardcore, under the assumption
that the only thing that would change would be the enemies would hit harder. I was wrong.

The missions became even more tedious, as the already frustratingly long "Kill X enemy 300-400 times" would turn into 800+,
with said enemy only being available to kill for a short portion, forcing you to push on for longer and longer periods until your
brain would liquify. Add on that each "wave" in some of these sections (waves would be triggered by distance, with more
enemies gradually being added to the pool of attackers until it would reset, starting from scratch but buffing their stats) would
then gain stupidly large amount of HP or speed and it just became a game of moving forward 2 inches and then frantically back
pedaling 2 feet while you try to kill everything before it got to you. Past some very basic stats you max out in the normal run and
some new weapons/armor, the lack of a scaling upgrade system means the enemies will quickly leave your damage output in the
dirt and became more of a hassel than anything else.

The weapons were also quite frustrating. The most expensive weapons would find themselves to be seemingly useless as there
were just better options that were available much earlier in the game. For instance, the most expensive weapon, which took
quite some time to unlock, had unlimited ammo, but mediocre damage out put and required an enemy to be right up in your
face to cause damage. Meanwhile, a mid tier weapon I acquired very early on would rapid fire lasers that would pierce enemies
and kill enemies off screen. That kind of desparity makes little to no sense.

The game's optimization is also quite poor, and thoroughly taxes some simpler systems. I am admittedly playing on a toaster
(with no access ot my gaming rig at the moment), but for a computer that pretty handely played slime rancher, this one should
have been no issue. However, I found frequent crashes and lock ups, especially on longer missions, would cause me to need to
force close and relaunch, a process which at times would take over 10 minutes when it would cripple the computer.

All in all, I would avoid this one. Achivement Hunters will find it a frustrating title to 100% and definitely not worth the slog
involved in getting there, while even very causual gamers will quickly find themselves bored with the repetitive gameplay.

Pros:
- Simple, easy to pick up and put down
- Cartoony art style

Cons:
- Very poorly optimized
- Far too repetitive
- Difficulty not determined by any skill, but just throwing you into longer and longer missions
- Lack of meaningful upgrades
- Game heavily padded with time fillers. This game is very easy. I got all achievements in less than two hours.

As a shooting game, it has good graphics and exciting musics.
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Player can select a lot of weapon types and many game modes. It also includes an interesting level editor.

If you don't mind about the very slowly move and battle speed, it will be a good game for everyone.. Iraq war simulator. Seemed
a little too bland. You can choose from 3 different shot types ingame(all 3 are the same weapon types from the raiden games).
All in all, nothing too impressive also not too difficult either.. I played Dark Scavenger and had alot of fun with that game so
was curious about this platform game from the same developer. As someone who grew up with old school platformers I gotta
say this is one of the best platformer games I've ever played. The levels are always interesting with new mechanics thrown in as
you progress. The checkpoints are frequent and deaths always feel like your own fault. I'm also really digging the story that is
well integrated into the gameplay and never slows things down. I totally recommend this game and advise anyone that's into fast
challenging platformers to try this game out. Within the first 15 minutes you'll know if this game is right for you and I'm glad I
picked it up.. I like it. It's a short and sweet game that allows me to question myself on different levels.
I would say 8\/10, there are a few bugs here and there (like snapping the wire instad of shooting the bucket. But that's about it.).
I play games regularly and am completely, both mentally and physically, fit to play all games with the use of the WASD. But
after this game it is a wonder to be able to move my left hand let alone be writing this review. There are over 140 levels of
puzzles and thinking. True not all the levels are difficult puzzles (in fact few are difficult) and some levels are more tedious then
they should be. Nevertheless, this is a great old game that keeps you busy for a long time. If you are interested in this game then
you should go ahead and buy the bundle and receive the second Chip's Challenge as well. You won't regret it.

Pros
Puzzles and plenty of them
Low system requirements
Nostalgic memories of the 90s
Constructer set if you buy the bundle to make you own puzzles and stump your friends

Cons
Dated graphics (didn’t bother me though ^.^)
Sometimes tedious solutions as apposed to difficult thinking problems
Annoying music after 10 minutes. Love the idea of flying around in an airplane while battling, love the gamemodes, and there is
way more stuff I love about this game. I easily would have paid $15 for this game. Just so addicting, and there is lots of fun
game modes too, such as Base Defense, Deathmatch, CTF and more. This game just is plain awesome.
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